
KIRSTEN ADAMSON RELEASES DEBUT SOLO ALBUM 
Album launch party features live performance by Kirsten Adamson with support from King Eider & Blet Project at Cabaret Voltaire, Edinburgh, 6/11/2015

Edinburgh 19/10/2015: Kirsten Adamson is set to launch her debut eponymous set this 6th November at Edinburgh’s Cabaret Voltaire venue. Those of you familiar with Kirsten Adamson’s country rock material with previous outfit The Gillyflowers will be struck by the breadth of her new sonic palette; new wave raves and power pop jams rub shoulders with everything from glossy, stripped down electronica to big sky, wide screen theatrics. Whatever the style, some of Scotland’s finest musicians provide a note perfect backdrop for this stellar songwriting and vocal talent.

Imagine Kate Bush and Debbie Harry - in their pomp - are stuck in an elevator on the 13th Floor. The engineers sent to rescue them turn out to be Crowded House’s Tim Finn and Massive Attack’s 3D. Rather than save the legendary singers, they all decide to write and record an album. While comparison with other artists is a crude shorthand for this strikingly original and assured debut, the result may well have sounded a lot like Adamson’s self-titled opener.

Songwriter, guitarist and lead singer Kirsten Adamson says, “ I feel like this album is an exciting introduction to where I’m coming from creatively. Sonically, a lot of it is drawn from influences from early childhood. This was not an intention but I’m glad to bring certain old sounds up to date and, with an amazing group of musicians, create something, I feel, is quite unique. The tracks emit elements of heartache with waves of the dystopia we find ourselves living in and a few of them present my more playful side, which I’m glad I managed to convey. I am so happy I worked with Guy Perchard, a producer who really encouraged me to experiment with the arrangement of the songs and most of all my voice. Altogether I feel ecstatic to present an album which has eclectic mix of dark drama infused with euphoric pop. The eponymous album was made possible through a crowd fund campaign and without my existing fan base would have taken a lot longer to come to fruition. I can’t thank the people who helped enough.”

Her approach to songwriting has evolved and matured over time alongside her broadening musical horizons. “Most of the songs I write come from an emotional situation or state that I find myself to be in. The occasional song will be from a situation I see someone else immersed in. They usually begin with a feeling of sadness, desire or anguish and a few key lyrics. I use guitar mainly as my writing tool and occasionally keyboard and just let the melody and words flow naturally. I never force myself to write. My collaborations usually come from just hanging out with the friend/talented writing partner and one of us will just come up with a few chords and melody then scribble down some base lyrics and the idea will be developed from there,” explains Adamson.

Music runs deep in Kirsten Adamson’s veins. Her father was guitarist with legendary Scottish punk act The Skids and then went on to achieve global stardom with stadium rockers Big Country. As a child she starred in the stage version of Annie. She then learnt her chops at her rock star father’s knee during summers spent at his Nashville home. More recently Edinburgh-based producer and hit-maker Bob Heatlie (Snr) has been something of a mentor to Kirsten Adamson. Heatlie was quick to recognise Adamson’s talent. His sure grasp for catchy, melodic hooks and knack for turning out chart friendly tracks - he wrote chart-toppers such as Merry Christmas Everyone and Japanese Boy among others – have been an invaluable source of advice and encouragement. Indeed his imprimatur of quality is stamped all over the record. As well as his proven hit-making talent, his early days as synth player for cult power pop act The Headboys has clearly been an influence on Adamson’s new direction. Some of the album’s most propulsive power pop gems such as New York Girl and Daniel sound like a revved up Big Star; a timely update on the Stateside skinny tie rock pioneered by the aforementioned Blondie, The Motels, The Shirts, The Knack, The Go-Gos and many other now legendary acts.

However, this is very much a Kirsten Adamson album with all of the tracks either written or co-written by Adamson herself. That’s not to downplay the input of her talented pool of collaborators. With her striking good looks, assured stage presence and warm musicality, Adamson has attracted some of Central Scotland’s finest musicians including the understated yet technically brilliant lead guitar of Phil Hopwood. The album’s glossy, radio friendly sheen is also helped by a young producer with a growing reputation: Guy Perchard.

But Perchard is determinedly humble despite his virtuoso work behind the desk: “I could talk for days about the science and technicality behind the creation of Kirsten Adamson’s debut, but to dwell on the small details would do this album a massive injustice. I’m extremely happy to have been involved in the creation of such a timeless, fascinating record and know that it will give discerning listeners years of pleasure,” he says.

Indeed, her arrangements are cleverly underscored by Perchard’s studio expertise. Since starting singing professionally at such an early age, music is now a second language for Adamson and she speaks it fluently. From the hypnotic robo-beat of future floor filler Robot Girlfriend to the lush orchestration of the lead track from her earlier EP Impossibilities where the heartbreaker of Feel The Same is now the heartbroken; “the impossibilities are endless,” she sings mourning a lost love which Perchard and Adamson reflect neatly with the tune spiraling down a metaphoric plughole, Kirsten Adamson delivers a multi-layered listening experience. While this is an album full of singles – no filler here – and her candyfloss sweet vocal lulls you into a toe-tapping, head nodding territory from hipster heartbreaker New York Girl to future power pop classic Daniel, this is bubblegum pop with a barb; sweet and sour. Adamson’s lullabies and neatly troping arrangements conceal a very contemporary anxiety. 

“I pay attention to world events through the omnipresent media – albeit with a slightly guarded cynicism - and it naturally infiltrated a few of the songs on the record. ‘The Calling’, ‘Big Red Bus’ and ‘Time To Be Afraid’ are all inspired from the unsettled world we find ourselves in,” says Adamson. For example, the drunken waltz Time To Be Afraid’s plangent, crashing organ chords imbue the song with a gothic grandeur that would sit comfortably alongside its Brecht/Weill precursors but the contemporary arrangements and polished production imbue the track with a post-millennial dystopian chill.

The album was preceded by the self-released Impossibilities EP which picked-up airplay from Radio Scotland’s Vic Galloway and former XFM Scotland drivetime DJ Jim Gellatly on his highly regarded web station Amazing Radio. Now she will unveil the set live at the album launch party at Edinburgh’s Cabaret Voltaire venue on November 6th with support from King Eider and newcomers Blet Project. The album will then be available as a download on i-Tunes, Bandcamp and other online sites. Kirsten Adamson will also be available as CD through her website www.kirstenadamson.com

Stream a media-only, pre-release link to the album here:  
https://soundcloud.com/kirstenadamson/sets/kirsten-adamson-2/s-QpvEq
ends

Contact: Hugo Fluendy 07803 787 161 / hugo_fluendy@hotmail.co.uk

Notes to Editors: 
Track listing;
1. Stay Like This 2. New York Girl 3. Impossibilities 4. Robot Girlfriend 5. Feel The Same 6. The Calling 7. Valentine 8. Snow 9. Time To Be Afraid 10. Daniel 11. Mountains 12. Big Red Bus

Personnel;
Kirsten Adamson - Lead vocals, electric guitar, acoustic guitar, synth and weird backing vocals.
Phil Hopwood - Lead guitar, lap steel 
Paul Gilbody - Bass guitar and backing vocals 
Diana De Cabarrus - Occasional lead guitar, cello and backing vocals
Ru Stewart - Drums and percussion 
David Jamieson – Keys

Also featuring special guests;
Track 2 - New York Girl featuring Bob Heatlie Snr
Track 11 - Mountains featuring Dave Alex Burn 

Recorded at The Sonic Lodge - Leith 
Engineered by Christopher Hall
Produced and Mastered by Guy Perchard

All tracks are written by Kirsten Adamson except Tracks 3 and 6 which are co-written with Phil Hopwood, Tracks 11 and 12 with Dave Alex Burn & Track 5 with David Jamieson 

More background on the genesis of the album from Kirsten herself;
What lies behind the seemingly radical change in direction from your previous country rock sound? “I never exclusively wrote country songs - it was just that the Gillyflowers was predominantly country based material so I felt that I couldn’t break away from that under the same name. I ended up with so much new material under wraps that sounded completely different that I felt it was the right move to put it out under my own name. I never want to box myself in to a genre as my writing is pretty diverse and there is nothing worse than an artist who releases an album that feels like one song for 40 minutes.” 

You’ve cited Kate Bush and Big Country as major influences on your work. What other more contemporary artists are influential? “I enjoy Anna Calvi - I think she is a real talent; Cate Le Bon. Haim. Grimes too. Ryan Adams too has been a strong influence on my writing for over 10 years and his work still inspires me.”

Your new album has a very theatrical feel in places. Does that stem from your early experiences in musical theatre? “Yeah it must come from that I guess. I started from age 10 when I played the lead in Annie, so there is no doubt that I still have it in me.”
